Door Prizes

Guest Speakers

Vendors, Boating Information Classes, Free Vessel Inspections

Meet Members of the United States Coast Guard and Missouri Water Patrol - Find out what is new for 2020, how they work together on the Lake of the Ozarks.

Hear the Story of Brian and Nathan Keese and how their loss are saving others.

On the Water – Life Jackets Are For Everyone A personal account by Darin Keim of how a lifejacket could have saved his friend’s life.

Lake Regional Health System If an accident occurs on the water this is what you need to know, and what you can do.

Hazards on the water, what to look for and how to prepare - Greg Gutierrez Electrical Hazards on the shore and on you dock - Michael Boyd

Boat Crashes Who do you call, what to do

Other speakers and topics to help you have a safe and enjoyable outing on the water.

For more information contact
Water Safety Council
Marketing Chair: Doug Beck
Phone: 573-216-8141
Email: LOTOWSC@gmail.com